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Kanye West on foot Vans Era 2013-12-08 23:03:04
when attending the recent Paris fashion show of the Givenchy brand, Kanye West has had to change his style, a white dress with a
pair of white Vans Era, and beside Kardashian a black dress in sharp contrast. Kanye West fans can look at this pair of Vans Era. 
physical exposure Nike Air Foamposite One "camouflage fighter" 2013-12-08 22:41:21 Before we bring to all of this Air Foamposite
One "camouflage fighter," the spy, today we offer This is a clear picture of the shoes, black and white camouflage shoes, and the
details of Logo, said the shoes using the "war-head machine" as its theme. Last year's "Galaxy" theme, does the All-Star Game in
next year's theme is "fighter"? Let us wait and see. SIZE shoes also reported continuing concern.
UNDERCOVER Slip On "Leopard" version just for everyone to enjoy 2013-12-08 23:02:00 introduced a UNDERCOVER Slip On
"Middle Finger", and now we continue to recommend a new UNDERCOVER Slip On. This version uses the first two years of the
popular leopard elements to create, quite textured fur shoes are full beauty of the wild. If you are a leopard control, I believe that this
shoe is consistent with your taste it.
yesterday morning, Jimei industrial and commercial law enforcement officers at Shek Kwu Road, Commercial Street and Cen head
commodity Street, and seized five selling fake brand-name black shoe, the scene seized all kinds of fake brand-name sports shoes,
leather goods, socks up to 236. 
law enforcement officers found during inspections, Shek Kwu Road located along the street in a more than 30 square meters of shoe
store, the store display cabinet there are more than 30 kinds of common brand sports shoes and leather shoes. On the surface, this
is an ordinary retail shoe store, can be attentive Law enforcement officers found hidden in the wall on the store shelf, displays "Nike",
"Adidas" and "brand name" sports shoes. Law enforcement officers asked the owner to show sales authorization, but the owner was
bewildered: "?! What authorization ah I do not" carry out law enforcement officers on the spot verification, we found that these "brand
name" products not only rough work, and no trademark brochures, etc., are all counterfeit products. And its price is very low, a pair of
market price "Nike" sneakers nearly a thousand dollars, and here only sell 100 yuan, attracting a lot of cheap customers. 
the Nike trademark attorneys said that these shoes rough work, with a clear glue pungent taste, long-term wear of such poor quality
shoes can easily cause foot odor, causing athlete's foot. In addition, the heel and the sole strength is not enough, when the motion is
likely to cause injury. 
law enforcement officers on the spot withheld these Pong brand. Then also investigated five such continuous black shoe, a total
withheld all kinds of fake brand-name sports shoes, leather goods, socks up to 236. Business sector to remind consumers to buy
brand-name products should go to regular stores, so as not to be deceived.
< p > leopard is in recent years fashion symbol, fashion brands have launched a flagship leopard patterned series of single product.
Recently the French fashion brand Yves Saint Laurent launched a leopard is the main pattern of a single product, Malibu leopard high
help sports shoes. New upper surface covered with a layer of short haired leopard leather, uppers black fluff collocation of white
rubber sole, in full street flavor and was added to the elegance of some. Now this leopard help sports shoes has been officially on
sale, the price is $725 (approximately 4570 yuan RMB), interested friends can ssense's official website to purchase, leopard grain
control hold. 
< p > yesterday, the Olympic Games, dream ten soldiers win over opponents, also LeBron James has also become one of the
Olympic Games men's basketball team in the history of the first to get a triple double. It is beyond the countless predecessors in
mingmingzhizhong. Destined to belong to King James this summer, early in the summer, the Miami heat beat medium strong
opponents and successfully won the championship. This also means that the little emperor once again with the strength to smash the
harsh question. Sporting goods business Nike will naturally not rival the money spinner reservations, decisive recently launched a the
champion shoes LeBron 9 and LeBron 9 PS, both in the design of shoes and shoe box packaging, are called "a classic". 11 days
this month, the shoes will be on sale, but we still do not hold too much hope, because the number of shoes is too limited. 
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